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Line

Lamination

Water based adhesives for tissue and towel laminating.

MAXTISSUE LM 610/6 D (BLUE)

Blue pigmented laminating adhesive with excellent color fixation. Ready-for-use  
adhesive specially used in towel paper converting.

MAXTISSUE LM 660/4

Exhibits excellent machining characteristics. Designed for multi-ply tissue paper 
and towel paper. Highly concentrated laminating adhesive. Very little build-up on 
the lamination machine, extending the clean ups time.

MAXTISSUE LM 670/3

Exhibits excellent machining characteristics. Very little build-up on the 
lamination machine, extending the clean ups time. Soft-dry adhesion on the 
paper lamination proccess.
Designed for multi-ply tissue paper and towel paper. Highly concentrated 
laminating adhesive. Fast drying and great ‘’wet tack’’.

MAXTISSUE LM 665/3

Excellent machining characteristics. Ready- for-use version of the MAXTISSUE 
LM 660/4. Designed for multi-ply tissue paper and towel paper. Ready-for-use 
laminating adhesive. 
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Pick Up

The Pick Up Line of LRB Química have great initial tack aqueous adhesives, 
which allows paper pick up at high speed.

MAXTISSUE LT 500

It does not stain the tube. Excellent initial tack. When it becomes dry, release 
easy from the tube. Used in towel and hygienic paper. 
Application systems: blade, roll or curtain. The adhesive can be used in 
concentrated form, diluted versions can also be supplied.
 

MAXTISSUE LT 541/3

Reduced splatter and strings during application. Used in towel and hygienic 
paper. Applied by blade systems. The adhesive can be used in concentrated form, 
diluted versions can also be supplied.

MAXTISSUE LT 555

Excellent machinability. Easy cleaning. Used in towel and hygienic paper. Applied 
by blade systems. The adhesive can be used in concentrated form, diluted 
versions can also be supplied.

MAXTISSUE LT 544/1

High initial tack. Reduced splatter and strings during application. Mainly used in 
towel paper production. Applied by blade systems. 
Highly viscous pick up adhesive.
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MAXTISSUE LT 570/2

High initial tack. Reduced splatter and strings during application. Mainly used in 
towel paper production. Applied by blade systems.
Ready-for-use adhesive.

Tail Tie

Aqueous adhesives used in tail sealing process in all types of paper converting 
machines.

MAXTISSUE LT 300

High wet tack. Provide excellent dry release without tearing even the softest 
sheet. Single and multi-ply toilet paper and kitchen paper. Application systems: 
bar and nozzles.
Synthetic adhesive, ready-for-use, great stability.

MAXTISSUE LT 370.2

Provide good wet strength for the tissue paper during the conversion process. 
Especially for nozzles application.
Concentrated synthetic adhesive.

MAXTISSUE LT 370.8

Provide good wet strength for the tissue paper during the conversion process. 
Especially for nozzles application.
Synthetic adhesive, ready-for-use.
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MAXTISSUE LT 452

Excellent cost-in-use benefits, accepts a large amount of dilution. Used on the 
conversion process of tissue paper. Highly concentrated adhesive.

MAXTISSUE LT 470

Provide good wet tack and excellent dry release. Single and multi-ply toilet paper 
and kitchen paper. Application systems: blade and nozzles.
Ready -for-use adhesive.

MAXTISSUE LT 487/1

Excellent wet tack and fugitive properties. Provides very good finishing on the roll 
paper. Application systems: blade and nozzles. 
Concentrated adhesive. Excellent machinability. Reduced splatter and no strings 
during application.

MAXTISSUE LT 482/6

Excellent wet tack. Great performance on double hygienic paper. Provide very 
good finishing on the roll paper. Used on toilet and kitchen paper. Application 
system: bar and nozzles.
Highly concentrated adhesive.

MAXTISSUE LT 380/7

Specially designed for application on institutional lines of toilet and kitchen 
papers. Excellent wet tack. Provide very good finishing on the roll paper.
Applied by blade and nozzles systems. 
Ready-for-use adhesive.
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The MaxTissue products of LRB Química are sold in the following packages: 

- 1.000 Kg (plastic container);
- 200 kg (metal drum);
- 100 kg (plastic drum).

We invest on national recycling cooperativism by the ambiental compensation action of our 
packaging, mediated by our partnership with eureciclo.
Know more at: alias.eureciclo.com.br

28 years 
manufacturing 
innovation in 
adhesives.
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www.facebook.com/lrbquimica

LRB Indústria e Comércio de Produtos Químicos LTDA.
Campo Grande Avenue, 1069 | Campo Grande (District)

Estância Velha (City) | Rio Grande do Sul - Brazil
CEP 93616 090 

 +5551 3511 6888 | +5551 98154 5222
lrbquimica@lrbquimica.com.br
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